The Kings of Pride

I will be like the Most High
Here's an amazing fact: A person in good health can live about 40 days without food, but only three days without water. However, in the aftermath of the 1985 Mexico City earthquake, workers rescued a man who had been trapped without water in a collapsed building for nine days! His survival has been attributed to the cool, humid environment and the fact he had to lie still for more than a week.

Psalms 42:1 says, “As the deer pants for the water brooks, So pants my soul for You, O God” (NKJV). Today the Lord invites you to drink the water of life through the reading and hearing of His Word. And there’s no need to wait nine days to satisfy that deep spiritual thirst within you.

Many years ago in the dark of night, a ship went down in the Atlantic Ocean east of South America. Four sailors barely managed to survive by transferring to a small lifeboat. But their troubles were just beginning, as they then drifted at sea aimlessly for several days under the blazing equatorial sun.

They became nearly delirious with thirst. Their only relief came by catching rainwater in their shirts from a small cloudburst, then wringing the raindrops into their mouths. Finally, they were spotted by another ship and were rescued. When the captain on the rescuing vessel asked why they were so thirsty, they responded, “Because we had nothing to drink.” The captain explained, “But you’re in an ocean of fresh water. All you had to do was let down your buckets!”

Evidently, their boat had drifted to a part of the ocean where the mighty Amazon River pushes out fresh water over a hundred miles into the Atlantic. Even though they couldn’t see land, the sailors had been floating in a sea of fresh water. They were so sure the water was salty, they didn’t even try to drink it. All they had to do was reach over the side of the boat to get all the water they needed; instead, they were dying of thirst while floating in a lifesaving solution!

Jesus said, “Whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely” (Revelation 22:17). Yet the world is dying from spiritual thirst while floating in a sea of living water! Even Christians forsake the water of life for sugary, artificial replacements that could never truly satisfy them like the blessings from God’s Word. But there is even more to it than that.

In one ancient custom, once a person had accepted a drink of water from another, there was an unwritten understanding that they should ever be friends. In Mark 9:41, Jesus says, “Whosoever shall give you a cup of water to drink in my name, because ye belong to Christ … he shall not lose his reward.”

As we accept the water of life, we form a powerful bond with the Lord. Moreover, as we share the Living Water with other thirsting souls, we gain new brothers and sisters in Jesus. So I hope that you will take advantage of the many resources we have at Amazing Facts — including our new media efforts such as AmazingFacts.tv — to not only drink from the water of life, but also to share it with others who are thirsting for it.

“He that believes in Me … out of his heart will flow rivers of living water” (John 7:38 NKJV). Please drink abundantly and share this water with others. You’ll soon discover your own heart becoming an artesian well of Living Water refreshing those around you!
A Powerful Partnership

Amazing Facts and Weimar Institute have joined forces to propel the gospel around the world like never before!

The Kings of Pride

It’s been said that pride comes before a fall. Explore the deep spiritual implications of this universal truth and how it applies to your Christian experience, as Pastor Doug explores the many kings of the Bible who fell victim to the same sin that started a war in heaven.
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Please explain Hebrews 6:4–6. A friend has rejected his faith and backslidden deeply into the world. Does this mean he has no hope?
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The Word That Transforms
For more than a year, we’ve been studying the Word of God through your ministry. We have ordered tapes on prophecies and have watched Doug Batchelor on TV. We also attended a prophecy seminar in our area. Well, the good news is we have been so blessed that we were baptized and are now members of our local Sabbath church. Praise God for you, Pastor Doug, for leading us to the truth. We are so thankful for your ministry, and we pray that God will continue to bless you! Florida

“Keep Going”
I’m a recent graduate of UC Berkeley and have been watching your TV and website programs. I first saw your lesson on misinterpretations of Revelation and was astounded. I’ve read Revelation about 50 times and something in the back of my head was telling me the generally accepted interpretation might be wrong. My mind has really been stimulated by your other lessons too, and I’ve listened to almost all of them now. I am 27 and have found that your political incorrectness and strict adherence to the Bible is precious and rare. Thank you, and keep going. Your lessons have given me knowledge that has changed my life. California

Pay It Forward
Some time ago, I shared the book Broken Chains with a co-worker who was going through some personal struggles and wished to experience a Christian life. She loved it! More recently, my husband and I shared with her the CD of Pastor Doug’s sermon called “Victorious Overcomers.” She has been listening to this CD until she practically has it memorized. Last week, I happened upon her sharing what she has learned with another co-worker. Later the same day, she revealed to me how thrilled she is to be able to share her joy with someone else. She has even given me “seed money” to order another CD of this sermon so she can have one of her own to share. She says Pastor Doug presents the love of God in such a way that it reaches the heart. Thank you for providing such resources that we can share even with the faint of heart. Michigan

Friday Night Live
… and Then Some
We praise the Lord every day of our lives for Amazing Facts, because thanks to your preaching, we learned the truth about the state of the dead. And as we progressed in your Bible Study Guides, we learned the Sabbath truth and all the other amazing facts God reveals in His Word! We are also so happy about Friday Night Live. We are fully blessed to sit in front of our laptop and see you (and some glimpses of Karen and Nathan) and hear you share Bible questions from around the world! After watching you last Friday night, we reported it to our Sabbath School class, so please let us know when you will have more programs. Email Florida

Editor’s Note: Although at press time, FNL has not been rescheduled, Amazing Facts plans to do more of them. Sign up for The Facts at AmazingFacts.org to get updates about this exciting new program.

Dramatic Irony as a Witnessing Tool
I was on a Christian chat room on AOL the other night, and an atheist said to me, “If you think God will provide for you, go sit in a cave naked and see what happens.” Needless to say, I shared with him Pastor Doug’s fascinating testimony. I thought you would get a laugh out of that. Pennsylvania

The Inside Report welcomes all correspondence regarding Amazing Facts. Letters and other materials may be used — in whole or in part and edited for content and clarity — in future ministry publications. If Amazing Facts has helped change your life for Christ, please write us today at testimonies@amazingfacts.org!
Plan now to join Pastor Doug Batchelor for this unique Bible study series designed especially for young people between the ages of 8 and 12. Filled with exciting spiritual discoveries around every corner, this one-week event will give your children the solid Bible foundation they need!

So register your church or home group now and watch your kids make lifelong decisions for Jesus.
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FOR MORE INFO, CALL
800-538-7275 OR GO ONLINE AT
Rudyard Kipling wrote the clever short story *The Man Who Would Be King*, a tale about two scheming 19th century friends. The former soldiers set off from British India in search of adventure — and ended up as kings in what is now part of Afghanistan. It’s a fascinating study of how their rise to regal power slowly unleashes the latent pride in their hearts, changing their characters and dividing them as friends.

Most of us have heard the expression “power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.” This is especially true for monarchs, who are exposed to the temptations of pride more than the average person. The Bible is replete with examples of men who would be king, and kings who wanted to be divine. In fact, we learn that sin entered our universe through the portal of pride …

The Angel Who Would Be God

In Isaiah 14, we find a fascinating portrait of the first casualty of pride’s poison. It’s the story of how the devil became a devil.

Of course, we know that God did not create the devil. Rather, He created a dazzlingly beautiful angel named Lucifer, who was the highest of the cherubim, the leader of the heavenly choir, and the most intelligent and powerful of all the created beings.

But all of God’s creatures are free to choose whom they will love and serve. Sadly, Lucifer made the toxic decision to choose himself over all others. He became hyper-narcissistic, enchanted by his own beauty. “How you are fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! … For you have said in your heart: ‘I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God; I will also sit on the mount of the congregation on the farthest sides of the north: I will ascend above the heights of the clouds, I will be like the Most High’ ” (vs. 12, 13, NKJV, emphasis added). Lucifer clearly had “I” problems.

As the wayward angel spread his disaffection among the other angels, eventually God had to evict him from the courts of glory. But that wasn’t the end of pride in God’s creation. In fact, it was the first type of temptation that Lucifer, now better known as Satan, presented to Adam and Eve. He told them that if they would merely eat the forbidden fruit, their eyes would be opened and they would be like God, implanting in their hearts and minds his own arrogant desires. And it worked.

Ultimately, pride is a form of idolatry — making ourselves an object of worship. The proud aspirations of the devil throughout the great controversy all revolve around “me, myself, and I.”
And in Ezekiel 28, we find a few more details on the many facets of pride that led to Lucifer’s fall — pride of power, position, possession, intelligence, appearance, and more. The chapter should be a wake-up call to Christians in the final era of human history, because these selfish characteristics still contribute to the fall of those who eventually grieve away the Spirit of the Lord. Indeed, pride is the invisible dragnet with which the devil captures the most confident of God’s people.

**The Pride of Power**

“Thou wast upon the holy mountain of God; thou hast walked up and down in the midst of the stones of fire” (Ezekiel 28:14). The Bible spends a lot of time on kings who were overcome with pride in their own power, which gives the one who wields it incredible attention and adoration, feeding selfishness to no end.

Nebuchadnezzar struggled with this particular pride problem. At the zenith of his power, the great Babylonian king had a dream about a tree from which the whole world was fed and where every bird found a place to roost in its branches. Later he watches the tree being cut down, and the worried king seeks an interpretation. The prophet Daniel informs Nebuchadnezzar that the monarch is the tree who will be cut down. Daniel advises him to turn from his sinful ways, live righteously, and show mercy on the poor.

Convicted by the prophet, Nebuchadnezzar manages to humble himself — for a while. As Babylon continued to grow in prosperity, as his armies continued to win battles, as all his building projects came to fruition, one day the king walked out onto one of his palatial balconies to take in the glorious vista of his kingdom. He proclaimed, “Is not this great Babylon, that I have built for the house of the kingdom by the might of my power, and for the honour of my majesty?” (Daniel 4:30).

Sounds like the devil, doesn’t it? He took irresponsible credit for everything over which he was given reign. God took this precise moment in time to send a striking judgment on the prideful king. “While the word was in the king’s mouth, there fell a voice from heaven, saying, O king Nebuchadnezzar, to thee it is spoken; the kingdom is departed from thee” (v. 31).

What follows is quite amazing. For seven years, God took away the king’s wisdom, intelligence, and power. Nebuchadnezzar became like a brute animal, going around on his hands and knees. His advisers didn’t know what to do with him. Fearing this might destabilize the kingdom, they refused to declare the situation to the kingdom’s citizens and released him to pasture in the royal gardens where he went around eating grass like an ox.

After seven years, God had mercy and restored Nebuchadnezzar’s wits. But the lesson is as clear as the story of the devil in Ezekiel: God is the one who deserves our praise, no matter how much power we possess in this world. When God gives us the ability to influence others, we shouldn’t treat it as if we did it all on our own. We should use that power with deep humility. Because of his pride, Nebuchadnezzar lost everything. Pride can also bring Christians to a place where we lose our access to the kingdom of God, just as it did with the devil.

**Pride in Position**

“Thou art the anointed cherub that covereth; and I have set thee so” (Ezekiel 28:14). Some people grow proud of their position at work or in life. It is part of the same myriad of issues the devil struggled with before he had to be cast out of heaven. Haman in the book of Esther provides another prime example of self-destructive pride on display in the Bible.

The mighty Xerxes of Persia learned that a Jew named Mordecai had saved his life from an assassination plot. Xerxes wanted to honor Mordecai, but Haman, who had recently received a promotion of high honor from the king, had become angry with Mordecai because the devout Jew would not bow
before the haughty noble. Haman became so angry, in fact, that he wanted to kill all the Jews in the land.

As Haman’s inflated pride continued to fester, he bragged to his friends “of the glory of his riches, and the multitude of his children, and all the things wherein the king had promoted him, and how he had advanced him above the princes and servants of the king” (Esther 5:11).

So when Mordecai continued to refuse to show Haman reverence, the noble flipped his lid. He presumptuously decided to build a gallows from which to hang Mordecai, certain that Xerxes would give him permission because of his own high royal standing. Yet before he could ask the king for permission, Xerxes asks Haman, “What should be done for the man the king delights to honor?”

Pride, a distorted mirror that obstructs clear thinking and reason, allowed Haman to see only himself. Filled with conceit, “Haman thought in his heart, ‘Whom would the king delight to honor more than me?’ ” (Esther 6:6 NKJV). The noble quickly devised the most extravagant procession he could think of for himself — riding on the king’s horse, in the king’s robes, with the king’s crown upon his head, parading up and down the city streets for all to honor. Jesus said, “Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks,” and this couldn’t be truer for Haman, who speaks as if he wanted desperately to be the king.

Well, can you imagine Haman’s shock with what followed: “The king said to Haman, Make haste ... as thou hast said, and do even so to Mordecai the Jew. ... Let nothing fail of all that thou hast spoken” (v. 10). Haman was commanded to honor the man his pride so desperately wanted to murder.

The Bible says, “When pride cometh, then cometh shame” (Proverbs 11:2). The story of Haman is a great example of the ultimate payout of pride. He was hung on the gallows he had built for Mordecai.

This pride of position even infected those closest to Jesus. In Mark 9, we find the disciples arguing about which one of them will be greatest in Jesus’ kingdom. It was as if they had never heard one of Jesus’ most powerful lessons to them: “He who is greatest among you shall be your servant. And who ever exalts himself will be humbled, and he who humbles himself will be exalted” (Matthew 23:11, 12 NKJV).

If you exalt yourself, striving for position and honor, you will be humbled by God. If you humble yourself, God will find a way to exalt you, in this life or the one to come in eternity. Do you feel as though you’ve been passed over at your job because of favoritism rather than skill? Don’t let it bother you. Be content to serve where God has put you. Christ in His time will lift you up.

**Spiritual Pride**

Spiritual pride is a hidden pit in which many unsuspecting Christians have fallen. It is especially insidious because it masquerades as virtue. The Old Testament King Uzziah was generally a good ruler, but he fell through religious pride. He thought he deserved the same privileges as the priests. King Saul also lost his kingdom after usurping the responsibilities of the priesthood.

Jesus addressed this fatal flaw in one of His most familiar parables. “Two men went up into the temple to pray; the one a Pharisee, and the other a publican” (Luke 18:10). Here Jesus contrasts two people who belong to the same church.
In Jesus’ time, the Pharisees were deeply respected for their religiousness, while the publicans were regarded as outcasts. In the parable, the “Pharisee stood and prayed thus … God, I thank thee, that I am not as other men are, extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or even as this publican. I fast twice in the week, I give tithes of all that I possess,” while the “publican, standing afar off, would not lift up so much as his eyes unto heaven, but smote upon his breast, saying, God be merciful to me a sinner” (Luke 18:11–13).

According to Jesus, it was the humble publican who went home justified (Luke 18:14). You see, the Pharisee was proud of his good works, believing that his spiritual deeds earned him standing and acceptance before God. But the publican had simple trust in God’s mercy. The publican is forgiven, but the Pharisee isn’t. We can’t miss that lesson if we want to grow in Christ.

Spiritual pride is deadly — and it is the bane of the Laodicean church. When a person or church says, “I am rich and increased with goods,” that’s nothing more than selfish spiritual pride. And God has something to say about that. He says that we’re really “poor and wretched and blind and naked and don’t know it.” The more spiritually proud you become, the more spiritually poor you are. But those who recognize and admit their sorry spiritual state in life, who know they can be saved only by the grace of Christ, have an advantage in their humility. Jesus promises them, “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.”

In the classic Christ’s Object Lessons, by Ellen White, we learn “The evil that led to Peter’s fall and that shut out the Pharisee from communion with God is proving the ruin of thousands today. There is nothing so offensive to God or so dangerous to the human soul as pride and self-sufficiency. Of all sins it is the most hopeless, the most incurable” (p. 154).

Spiritual pride is really the sickest form of pride. The Pharisees were suggesting through their actions that they were serving the Lord. But they were really serving the devil’s spirit, because he is the one who gave them that proud spirit.

That’s why Jesus said, “Beware of the scribes, which love to go in long clothing, and love salutations in the marketplaces, And the chief seats in the synagogues, and the uppermost rooms at feasts: Which devour widows’ houses, and for a pretence make long prayers” (Mark 12:38 – 40). These men, says Jesus, will receive even greater condemnation because of their unchecked pride.

Are you encumbered with spiritual pride? Are you proud of your knowledge of Bible doctrines? Do you go to church mocking those who don’t go the same day as you? Be warned of the spirit of your heart and the reasons why you do religious things. Pride is the seed that Satan planted to get Jesus nailed to the cross. In Mark 15, we’re told, “Pilate answered them [the Jewish leadership], saying, ‘Do you want me to release to you the King of the Jews?’ For he knew that the chief priests had handed Him over because of envy” (vs. 9, 10 NKJV). It offended their pride that Jesus threatened their prominence among the people, so they killed Him.

The Power of Humility

We’ve examined the destructive power of pride in the life of great kings and God’s people. Let’s conclude this study with a little lesson on the restorative power of choosing humility.

The Bible tells us over and over that God wants humble hearts in His people. It teaches, “He hath shewed thee, O man, what is good; and what doth the LORD require of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?” (Micah 6:8, emphasis added).

Pride is a compass needle that always points to self. But we can choose to resist that natural tendency. Through God’s Spirit, we can choose to be humble. The Bible doesn’t say we should ask God to humble us; instead, we are repeatedly invited...
Do you need to make a will or trust to secure your assets for your loves ones and the charitable causes closest to your heart? Do you believe in the end-time work being accomplished through Amazing Facts?

Then it might be time for you to take care of important unfinished business while you still can. Of course, you can’t give everything you have to God, because He keeps giving more and more to sustain you all the time. But when our time on earth is done, we no longer have need of anything. And now is the right time to prepare for your future, your family’s future, and the future of God’s end-time work with a will or trust through Amazing Facts.

At Amazing Facts, we have close relationships with attorneys all across America who can help draft estate planning documents on your behalf. And you can expect a quick and simple process tailored to your specific needs …

- When you call Amazing Facts about a will or trust, we’ll put you in touch with a trustworthy attorney who will help you answer important questions about your financial goals.
- Upon completion of those questions, the documents are drafted by the attorney.
- These estate planning documents are then reviewed by you and our experts at Amazing Facts.
- We’ll discuss with you any necessary changes and create a final draft for you to sign.
- Finally, you can be sure that your desires for your estate will be followed, your loved ones will be taken care of, and the gospel message will go forward because of your compassion!

It’s that simple! So start by contacting the Planned Giving Department at Amazing Facts if the Lord has placed a conviction on your heart to prepare your estate plan. We’re here to help you!

Call our estate planning associates Dan Storkamp and Mark Teh; or Judy Schachten, administrative assistant, at 1-800-436-2695, ext. 8. You can also email dans@amazingfacts.org or write to:
P.O. Box 1058 • Roseville, CA 95678.
Amazing Facts, Weimar Institute Unite

Synergy (sîn'ér-jē): 1. The interaction of two or more agents or forces so that their combined effect is greater than the sum of their individual effects. 2. Cooperative interaction among groups, that creates an enhanced combined effect.

Located just east of Amazing Facts in the beautiful Sierra foothills is the 450-acre campus of Weimar Institute of Health and Education. For more than 30 years, Weimar has provided healing to thousands through the world-renowned NEWSTART® health program. The campus is also home to Weimar College and Weimar Academy.

After two years of heartfelt prayer, study, and leading of the Lord, the international media ministry of Amazing Facts has joined with Weimar in a powerful new venture that will significantly strengthen our primary missions of proclamation, education, and healing.

According to Pastor Doug, “Both ministries are thrilled about this new opportunity. Not only will it help us more efficiently use the precious resources entrusted to us by God, it empowers us to follow more effectively the outline of evangelism that Christ taught.”

Matthew 9:35 provides this example: “Jesus went about all the cities and villages, teaching in their synagogues, preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and healing every sickness and every disease among the people” (emphasis added).

In the past, neither Amazing Facts nor Weimar Institute was positioned on its own to proclaim the complete three angels’ messages according to this model. But this powerful new union now possesses all the elements of Christ’s method of communicating the good news to the world.

Following Christ’s Mission and Method

Christ loved people so much, He left His throne in heaven to come to the earth. He desired to reach people in every corner of the world — yet He never neglected the personal, healing touch focused on an individual soul.

In short, Christ taught (education), preached (proclamation), and healed (restoration). It was this powerful blend of outreach that brought people to worship (adoration) Him. As a result, they went everywhere sharing the good news of the gospel.

An acronym that encapsulates the four-part ministry of Christ and the people’s response is REAP. Each of these letters summarizes the key concepts found in the Matthew 9:35 — Restoration, Education, Adoration, and Proclamation. This is the aim of Amazing Facts, and now with Weimar Institute, God has opened the door to fully enable us to help finish the end-time work.

United, We Stand

Ellen White wrote, “The workers engaged in educational lines, in ministerial lines, and in medical missionary lines, must stand as a unit, all laboring under the supervision of God, one helping the other, each blessing each (Counsels on Health, p. 394, emphasis added).

Thus the most effective way for Amazing Facts and Weimar Institute to employ REAP is to combine our individual expertise, joining the hand of restoration with the hand of proclamation and teaching.

Pastor Doug explains, “Amazing Facts already has the capacity to reach millions by what God has done through us for more than 40 years. But now we can grow that capacity exponentially by offering the tender, physical healing touch of Christ, which will help people see that the Bible can utterly change their lives in every way possible, here on earth and for eternity.”

Amazing Facts hopes this new venture with Weimar Institute will send reverberations through the entire church, calling them to join hands in these last days.

God Shows the Way

Not only did Amazing Facts not have the human resources to significantly expand and reposition our ministry mission to include an expansive health program, raising the funds to create our own infrastructure would have been extremely expensive.

That’s why we praise God for this opportunity to expand our impact and mission. At this time, many details remain to be worked out, but we’ll keep you updated on the exciting new direction of health evangelism that is soon to come.

In the meantime, we ask you to join us in prayer — that this new association will be used to expand God’s kingdom.

Want more ministry news? Get it at AmazingFacts.org!
It is extremely heartbreaking to see people we care about making decisions to sever themselves from church and abandon the truths of God’s Word. Many of us know people who — having been in the church for years, taking an active part in reaching the lost, and personally experiencing miraculous divine intervention in their lives — inexplicably walk away from God.

Can they be reclaimed in light of Hebrews 6:4–6?

Let’s take a fresh look at the verse in question; “For it is impossible for those who were once enlightened, and have tasted the heavenly gift, and have become partakers of the Holy Spirit, and have tasted the good word of God and the powers of the age to come, if they fall away, to renew them again to repentance, since they crucify again for themselves the Son of God, and put Him to an open shame” (NKJV).

Depending on how you look at it, this could certainly be a very difficult and very scary passage for anyone to read. But first, I think this verse is reminding us of the sobering truth that it is possible for enlightened believers — those who have received the Holy Spirit — to fall away from their faith.

For instance, Balaam was a Spirit-filled prophet of God who sold out for money. “They have forsaken the right way and gone astray, following the way of Balaam … who loved the wages of unrighteousness” (2 Peter 2:15 NKJV).

We also learn in the first book of Samuel that King Saul was filled with the Spirit too, but he grieved it away through stubborn pride and rebellion until “the Lord did not answer him, either by dreams or by Urim or by the prophets” (1 Samuel 28:6 NKJV).

So the next big question is: When a real believer falls away, is it hopeless? Or can he return to the fold? We might simply answer this question by looking at the many case studies found in the Bible — regarding great men of faith like Jacob, Samson, David, Solomon, and Peter. Each of these souls listened to the devil for a time, but then they repented and returned to God to do wonderful things.

We also find a quick answer in Ezekiel 18:21: “If a wicked man turns from all his sins which he has committed, keeps all My statutes, and does what is lawful and right, he shall surely live; he shall not die” (NKJV).

Can a backslider repent and return to God for forgiveness and acceptance? We have just read a resounding yes! There are too many other verses we could cite in support of this, but here are just a few more: Jeremiah 3:22 promises, “Return, you backsliding children, And I will heal your backslidings” (NKJV). Hosea 6:1, 2 adds, “Come, and let us return to the Lord; For He has torn, but He will heal us; He has stricken, but He will bind us up. After two days He will revive us; On the third day He will raise us up, That we may live in His sight” (NKJV).

So what about Hebrews 6:4? We need to remember that this book is written to the Jewish nation, who had just been exposed to the wonderful truth that Jesus was their long-awaited Messiah. If they rejected the clear evidence of the Word and Holy Spirit regarding this precious truth, there was nothing more that God could do to convince them. This is what Jesus referred to when He said, “If they do not hear
He’s been told that God sends people to suffer and burn in hell for all eternity. As a result, he’s confused, angry, afraid — and he doubts God’s very existence.

We can make a difference today by telling him the truth about God’s character.

Become a Partner in Evangelism with Amazing Facts. Together, we can share the truth that will set him and millions of others free — and open their hearts to Jesus.

Yes, I want to become a Partner in Evangelism!

Please accept my first monthly gift as a faith promise toward my annual commitment. I have enclosed:

☐ $50  ☐ $75  ☐ $100
☐ $150  ☐ $200  ☐ Other _______

Please use the envelope in the center of this magazine to let us know your reply.

“When an Amazing Facts evangelist showed me from the Bible that God doesn’t torture people in hell for all eternity, I was finally able to fully embrace Him as my Lord. It gave me hope, and it changed my life forever.”

— J.S., Texas
You are invited to meet the members of our dynamic evangelism team at our many seminars and revivals throughout the year — and please invite a friend! Go to www.AmazingFacts.org to get exact times and locations!

Contact Brian McMahon, evangelist coordinator, at 509-684-9733 to schedule an Amazing Facts evangelistic prophecy series or revival weekend in your church!
A dynamic, comprehensive course that will prepare you for an entry-level career in ministry. Come study God’s Word, learn principles of effective soul-winning, and work under the mentorship of successful soul-winners. It’s an experience only AFCOE can offer!


Can’t go for four months? Don’t despair! Get evangelism training at the speed of your life. This 4-day training experience gives even the busiest professionals the skills they need to reach family, friends, co-workers, and neighbors for Jesus Christ — anywhere, anytime! Application deadline: June 9, 2008

Don’t miss these thrilling opportunities to radically energize your outreach ... AFCOE and AFCOE to Go make it possible for anyone to be part of the great commission!

To discover if God is calling you, call 916-209-7249 or go online at www.afcoe.org TODAY!
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God’s Role for Women in Ministry
Doug Batchelor. Churches are struggling with how to reconcile the complex paradox concerning what the Bible says about women in ministry and what is culturally acceptable today. Pastor Doug now offers his straightforward and practical Bible-based analysis on the controversial subject. A must-read for every church member!
BK-GRW ... $0.95

Compromise, Conformity, & Courage
Doug Batchelor. Many Christians are playing a dangerous game by compromising with the world. Learn how to avoid this pitfall and remain true to Jesus forever.
BK-CCAC ... $0.95

Pending—Your Case in Court
Joe Crews. Describes the end-time courtroom scenes of Daniel and Revelation and why you can look forward to it.
BK-PYC ... $0.95

The Last Night on Earth
Joe Crews. A book that compels readers to ask: “Would I be saved if tonight was my last night on earth?”
BK-LNE ... $0.95

What About the Trinity?
Jim Pinkoski. Share the truth of the Godhead with this easy-to-understand and beautifully illustrated Bible study that features Pastor Doug Batchelor! A great sharing resource for any age that shows the reality and hope-giving purpose of God’s three persons.
BK-WAT ... $3.95

Alone in the Crowd
Joe Crews. How can you be part of the group without compromising your principles? This little book provides the encouragement and the answers.
BK-ATC ... $0.95

Deathwatch in Siberia
W.S. Jesske. The gripping true story of how an exiled Christian family was forced to prove the true Sabbath day from Scripture. You’ll be amazed how their frantic study changed everything!
BK-DWS ... $0.95

Teach Us to Pray
Doug Batchelor. Prayer is one of our most valuable spiritual assets. In this in-depth look at the Lord’s Prayer, you’ll learn new, powerful insights about communicating with God through Christ’s perfect model.
BK-TUTP ... $0.95

Face-to-Face With the Real Gospel (Revised)
Dennis Priebe. One of the most powerful examinations of the full gospel message and its transforming power has now been revised and updated for today’s believer. These timeless truths blow the lid off today’s popular but limited gospel to prepare God’s people for earth’s final events and an eternity in His kingdom.
A must-have!
BK-FTF ... $4.95
BK-FTFS ... $4.95 (Spanish)
The Jesus Difference
Herbert E. Douglass. Every Christian knows how Christ has already made an eternal difference when He walked the earth healing people’s hearts and bodies — and saving a world from sin through His sacrificial work on the cross. But His work on behalf of His people didn’t end there. Learn about Christ’s ongoing ministry in the heavenly sanctuary and what it means not only for your faith today, but for the eternity to come.
BK-TJD ... $9.95

Storacles of Prophecy
The beautiful, fully illustrated, and timely 24-Bible-lesson set created for Doug Batchelor’s Millennium of Prophecy seminar will help reach searching hearts. Based on the teaching techniques of Jesus, the Master of illustrating gems of truth with stories and parables. Each colorful lesson begins with an amazing story from the Bible, which is then used to clearly explain Bible prophecy and reveal scriptural truth. Students complete each lesson’s study section by looking up key Scriptures and filling in the missing words.
BK-SOPN ... $5.50

Never Been This Late Before
Herbert E. Douglass. The world around you is changing fast! And all the Bible signs of the end are rapidly converging. In this masterful commentary, you’ll get astounding evidence—from natural disasters to spiritual falsehood and more—but even more important, you’ll learn what you should be doing to be prepared. Also an awesome witnessing resource!
BK-NBTL ... $9.95

Higher Still
Wellesley Muir. If you want to be in heaven with Jesus for eternity, this practical but life-changing book will help you do just that. You’ll be challenged to pick up your feet and start climbing into a richer Christian experience by actively participating in God’s purpose for your life.
BK-HS ... $13.99

The Road to Redemption
E.G. White. A beautiful new edition of the classic masterpiece Steps to Christ. With page after page of lyrical, inspiring words from one of the faith’s most influential writers, you’ll rediscover the transforming power and grace of Jesus Christ.
BK-RTR ... $4.98

Amazing Facts Study Guide Sets
Amazing Facts Study Guides are your keys to understanding the Bible, prophecy, and God’s will, whether you are sharing Bible studies door-to-door or getting a refresher on vital truths! You won’t find a better resources for your church and personal outreach programs.
(Introductory Set - 14 lessons) SG-ISET ... $4.20
(Advanced Set - 13 lessons) SG-ASET ... $3.90
(Complete Set - 27 lessons) SG-CSET ... $8.10

Recently revised to NKJV with all new layout & graphics!
Panorama of Prophecy CD
The Ultimate Bible Study Resource!
Using the revolutionary Storacles of Prophecy, this exciting study will help you clearly understand the primary prophecies of Daniel and Revelation. This amazing CD also contains $300 worth of free resources, including Bible-search software and a resource library. Priced for sharing with all your friends and family!
CD-POP ... $1.99 each for 9 or less
Only $1 each for 10 or more!

La Verdad Revelada DVD (Spanish)
Doug Batchelor. The prophecy series that brought the three angels’ messages to the people of Colombia is now available on DVD! It’s perfect for your church’s Spanish library and for Spanish-language prophecy outreaches and Bible studies. Includes 8 power-packed, convincing sermons on 4 DVDs!
(DVD) DV-LDR ... $29.95

Messages to Young People Study Set
Children growing up today are under attack from every direction — from violent video games, to sensual clothing, music, and films. More than ever, they need solid biblical direction to help survive the tangled web of temptation. This powerfully convicting book and study guide set will challenge them to glorify God even under intense peer pressure, preparing them for eternity. You get the powerful masterpiece Messages to Young People and the study guide, making an awesome resource for youth study in a group or individually!
BK-MYPTS ... $22.94
Also available individually,
(Messages to Young People) BK-MTYP ... $9.99
(Study Guide) BK-MYP SG ... $12.95

The Purpose of Prophecy
 Doug Batchelor. Explores five biblical reasons for prophecy that will deepen your faith.
 (Audio CD) CD-E2606 ... $6.00

The Two Great Motives
 Doug Batchelor. Why do you follow Jesus? Discover how to look inside your own heart and learn to follow Jesus’ heart rather than your own.
 (Audio CD) CD-E2747 ... $6.00

The Main Thing
 Doug Batchelor. Always keep “the main thing the main thing.” But how does this morsel of wisdom apply to your Christian experience?
 (Audio CD) CD-E2744 ... $6.00

Angels, Dreams, and Visions
 Doug Batchelor. Uncovers the mystery of God’s heavenly messengers and their work on our behalf.
 (Audio CD) CD-E2450 ... $6.00
The New Covenant: A Better Promise DVD
Pastor Doug delivers an uplifting, hope-filled message about the new covenant between Christ and His followers. Understand why the old covenant was cast aside for a better promise relying on God’s infinite love and how there is hope for every Christian caught in the snare of sin.
DV-E2547 ... $14.95

Millennium of Prophecy DVD Set
Pastor Doug Batchelor’s powerful end-time series, broadcast live from New York City, will strengthen your faith and give you hope for your future. Follows the popular and biblical Storacles of Prophecy lesson series. Includes 26 messages on DVD and one set of the Storacles of Prophecy lessons.
DV-MPSET ... $99.95

Here We Stand: Foundations of Our Faith DVD Set
Join speaker Pastor Doug for 10 thrilling messages of reformation that cover crucial Bible teachings such as the law and the gospel, the Sabbath, state of the dead, spirit of prophecy, true revival, and more! These messages will present an exciting opportunity to fortify your faith, ignite your passion for soul-winning, and brace your heart to stand for truth in the last days.
(DVD) DV-HWS ... $49.99

The Trumpet of Truth CD Set
Byron Spears. Crippled by polio and meningitis as a young man, Byron Spears experienced a dramatic conversion later in life. He began preaching at age 32, and now 63 years later, he is still taking appointments. Often called “the Walking Bible” for his legendary memorization of Scripture, keep in mind as you listen to these Spirit-filled sermons, he isn’t holding a Bible when he quotes the Word! From one of the most powerful evangelistic preachers in history, this unique series has been carefully transferred to CD to preserve mighty messages of hope and salvation. 31 CDs.
CD-TOT ... $69.00

The MostAmazing Prophecies DVD Set
Don’t miss out on one of the most powerful prophecy series ever made available – the MAP! Pastor Doug delivers an amazing picture of Bible prophecy, proving that Scripture can be trusted (5 DVDs).
DV-MAP ... $49.95

800-538-7275
Call today or go online at www.amazingfacts.org

Shipping Information
Please add 15% of sales value (minimum of $5.00) for shipping & handling.

Some items may require additional shipping costs and delivery time due to weight.
California residents please add 7.25% sales tax. For orders shipped outside the U.S. and Canada, add 37% (minimum $9.50) for foreign postage.
With the help of courageous ministry partners like you, Amazing Facts is preparing to reach into communist China with a gospel blitz that will touch hundreds of millions of hearts.

The plan is simple and efficient. Says Pastor Doug, “After visiting China, I witnessed how effective the internet and DVDs can be in reaching the young population, opening an incredible doorway that we must step through before the opportunity closes.” Amazing Facts already has workers in China who will help develop special Chinese-language websites offering Bible schools and pocket books that explain end-time truth, transforming hearts and preparing Chinese Christians for the final events. These downloadable, printable, and easily copied resources will be a perfect way to evangelize and disciple.

We will also produce Chinese language DVDs, including Final Events, Everlasting Gospel, Prophecy Code, and more. These can be streamed online and copied to DVDs. Adds Pastor Doug, “These resources will be passed from one person to another, with each DVD planting a seed in the hearts of many other people, circulating the seeds of truth on an exponential scale.”

Responding to the Vision

Amazing Facts is blessed with many faithful partners who give of their precious means to ensure that God’s end-time work is accomplished whenever and wherever needed. Two such partners are businessman Lloyd Claycomb and his wife Karen, who have generously
supported this major outreach with Olympic-sized blessings they have received from God through their construction businesses that span several states.

Explains Lloyd, “I’m thrilled that we can help fund the production of Christian witnessing resources to reach the people of China with Bible truth. With the sheer immensity of such a task and, most important, the huge potential to grow God’s kingdom, I couldn’t sit idly by and do nothing.”

Pastor Doug says that the timing of their gift couldn’t be better. “Right now, we have a breakthrough opportunity to reach the Chinese people with lasting hope. Living under religious oppression can put enormous stress on a soul, and families there are disintegrating because of a lack of biblical teaching. The people of China are hungry for a better way.”

It’s a hunger that Amazing Facts is uniquely positioned to satisfy. Adds Pastor Doug, “As today’s rapidly evolving media environment creates new opportunities, we must be alert and on our toes to move forward with new outreaches in the best possible way.”

We hope that many other partners like Lloyd and Karen will take up the call and be moved to support the China project and other Amazing Facts’ outreaches with a sacrificial gift.

**Reports From the Field**

Because of religious oppression facing our workers in China, we will be unable to mention their names or locations in our reports. Says one worker, “The communist government has eyes and ears everywhere, and missionaries are often sent home without the chance of ever returning because they were exposed by their own organizations!”

However, Amazing Facts will do our best to give you detailed reports about how the work is progressing in China. Right now, our team is on the ground to fully assess the current situation in China and speak with local church leadership and missionaries who have lived and worked there for years. From these discussions and much prayer, the team is asking God to show them necessary changes to our current plans so that we can have the greatest impact. We’re also searching for Chinese youth to join our team of translators and web-designers.

We ask that you pray for our workers, who will need divine wisdom in communicating with Amazing Facts and updating supporters with the project’s progress.

Another challenge in the work is to ensure that we don’t offend cultural sensibilities. While creating an understanding that all people are sinners and fall short of the glory of God, Amazing Facts must avoid appearing as “knights in shining armor” coming to rescue a weak and ignorant population. We again ask for your prayers in reaching these precious people with the light of truth.

“For the daily baptism of the Spirit every worker should offer his petition to God. Companies of Christian workers should gather to ask for special help, for heavenly wisdom, that they may know how to plan and execute wisely. Especially should they pray that God will baptize His chosen ambassadors in mission fields with a rich measure of His Spirit” (Acts of the Apostles, p. 50).
Anyone who attends the Amazing Facts Center of Evangelism (AFCOE) rarely leaves the same person. When I attended in 2004, my life was radically changed — my love for Jesus and the truth grew more than I could have even imagined. And now the tools I learned to reach others for Jesus, I am now teaching at AFCOE.

But the spring class of 2008 encountered much more than just personal revival. Through their various trials at AFCOE, they understand much more what it means to “come to the unity of the faith” (Ephesians 4:13, emphasis added).

Some students experienced many personal struggles, including the death of relatives, health concerns, and financial burdens. If anything, these students truly know that Satan was not happy with their presence at AFCOE. This brought the group closer together, but there was something still missing to unify them as Christ desires for His workers.

Taking a Stand

The students’ class outreach project was done in Granite Bay, California, an affluent community that held true to its name — trying to reach it with the gospel was like trying to cut through granite! In the first weeks, students went door to door to offer a number of health and spiritual programs, including free Bible studies. Very few people responded, and the students were quite discouraged.

Yet all this was in God’s wisdom, because He desired to turn their disappointment into divine appointments. Student Tammey Steenson acted on an impression that God had laid on her heart for several weeks. In her words, “I had been sensing God’s voice calling me to take a stand in front of the class, but I continually pushed it away. I was afraid, but the time came when I knew I had to stand for Him.”

Tammy spoke to the class about how much God had sacrificed for each one of them and that they needed to rely fully on His power while letting go of their own will. With tears streaming from her eyes, Tammey poured out her heart as the Holy Spirit moved upon each student.

For the next 30 minutes, the students were found on their knees, praying that God would give them a fresh experience with Him. Sins were put away, hearts were cleansed, and faith was renewed during this time of soul searching. Even the staff was affected, and we joined the students in prayer. It was a wonderful experience that I will not soon forget.

An around-the-clock prayer vigil was also established. Each hour, even in the middle of the night, a student would pray for the class, the people who accepted Bible studies, and the community of Granite Bay. Each morning the students gathered in a circle to pray together. Two students even took it upon themselves to pray all night together as Jesus did many times in His earthly life. As the night turned to dawn, they ended their prayers asking God to give them strength for the next day, as they had not slept at all.

“We did not have any fatigue the next day. It was an incredible experience,” they reported, praising God.

When God Moves

The result of this revival was immediate and miraculous. At the same time, Don Mackintosh, director of AFCOE, was speaking during a convention in Sweden to local pastors and church members about the importance of health evangelism in a secular society. During one afternoon, several workers went...
out into the city to invite people to health expos and prophecy meetings taking place in the evenings. Despite the challenge of heavy secularism, people came out in droves to hear the Bible messages! Several gave their hearts to God. Don directly associates this success with the prayers of students back at AFCOE. “I knew that God was working mightily here, because they were praying mightily back in California,” he explains.

In just over two weeks, we saw similar results in Granite Bay. The people were friendlier and were much more receptive to spiritual things. There have been more opportunities to pray with families, and the total number of Bible studies has more than doubled! And the miraculous stories of God changing lives continues to be a powerful fuel that makes the students even more eager to share the gospel. As retired Navy officer and AFCOE student Jeff Thomas put it, “God gave me a greater love for others and a burning desire to see them in His kingdom.”

The Experience of a Lifetime

Some of the most incredible AFCOE testimonies come from the impact of this chapter on the students’ lives. They have come from all walks of life, but each has experienced God’s power in their own hearts.

“God has given me a solemnity and heart-searching seriousness in my prayer and Bible study life that I did not have before.” — David Steward, former District Attorney

“My life has been changed into one of constant purpose. Through hearing the voice of the Holy Spirit, I have realized that every day is an opportunity to cooperate with God to help in the salvation of others, whether family, friend, or stranger.” — Alex Cowan, Engineer

“In my Bible studies, God has replaced my stammering, hesitant speech with convincing clarity and power. I once feared making appeals, but God has given me boldness to speak His Word.” — Diane Billings, teacher in Great Britain

“God has been building my faith and dependence on Him each day, and I have grown so much in my time here at AFCOE.” — Kieran Trezona, 17-year-old student from New Zealand

Friend, what is your prayer life like? Is it fluttering and failing as it was for the students when they first arrived at AFCOE? Or are you engaged in deep, refreshing spiritual communion with Jesus each day as the students are now?

Whatever the case, you need to know that God wants desperately to spend time with you each day. He eagerly sits on the edge of His throne waiting to hear from you. But one day soon, our prayers will be turned into face-to-face communion with Him!

Is that your desire? I know it is for 44 AFCOE students, who also desire to make knowing God a reality for Granite Bay and wherever they go from here. Are you sensing a need to walk closer with Jesus and share Him with others? Perhaps you should pray and consider attending our four-month or one-week AFCOE to Go program. For more information, go to www.afcoe.org or call 916-209-7249 today!

www.afcoe.org
Amazing Facts relies on the faithful financial support of people like you to reach millions of lives with Bible truth every year. But we also count on other ways to get the truth into the hands of people all around the world. Here are just a few ways that volunteer partnerships are making a powerful impact for God's kingdom. Our first story comes from Richard Kollenberg…

This picture-perfect Sunday morning in April at the home of Bill and Martha Thesman began where it should have — in the kitchen — as the hosts prepared a healthy vegetarian breakfast for 30-plus eager envelope stuffers.

But Amazing Facts Bible Study Guide collating and envelope stuffing was the order of the day, as the Lincoln Amazing Grace Church in California volunteered to help Amazing Facts get caught up on some serious Bible Study Guide orders.

After breakfast was served on the back patio, the fun began at 9 A.M. sharp in the Thesman’s garage. Volunteers of all ages set out circling the tables, where lessons were sorted, and began collating them into Bible study packets. The beginning lesson set (#1–14) and advanced lesson set (#15–27) were then placed in cartons to be taken back to the Amazing Facts office, where they would be distributed the following week, temporarily filling the never-ending demand for Amazing Facts Bible studies.

The group tied their old mark of preparing and packaging 1,500 study sets in less than 2 hours! “All in all, it was a great day and brought more unity to our church and a real sense of closeness as we were able to definitely fill a need,” says Martha.

And Amazing Facts gives the good people at Amazing Grace Church a great big thank you! Without such committed people willing to do the Lord’s work, we simply couldn’t do all He has placed on our hearts! Now here’s another awesome example of ministry friends doing a wonderful work …

**Tennessee Flea Market Evangelism**

Amazing Facts’ faithful friends Wayne and Helen Phibbs run a booth at two different flea markets in Tennessee. Every weekend, these two soul-winners are giving out Amazing Facts’ books and videos to anyone who is interested! The two intrepid local missionaries, along with another pal, each fund the operation with their own money. Together they have handed out thousands of free materials over the years. They are doing a great work and are an example of how we can reach others with Bible truth in the most unlikely places.

Plus, we want to tell you about Joe and Brenda Sears, who are running Amazing Facts evangelism booths in Sweetwater, Seiverville (near Gatlinburg), Pigeon Forge, and Crossville, Tennessee. They’ve been doing this work for more than 10 years, giving away Amazing Facts Bible studies, CDs, and DVDs. Says Brenda, “We just praise the Lord He has provided the means for us to continue this work. Some of your materials have gone not just locally, but across the nation and across the oceans. People just stop by the market while on vacation! We are so thankful to God for your diligent work and His continued support so we can put His message in people’s hands that might otherwise not hear God’s offer of salvation.”
Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded though one rise from the dead” (Luke 16:31 NKJV). In other words, if we reject Jesus and the Holy Spirit after knowing them, we are turning away from the best that God has to offer us. There is nothing better He can send to convince us to follow His Word. This truth is borne out more fully a little later in Hebrews: “For if we sin willfully after that we have received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful looking for of judgment and fiery indignation, which shall devour the adversaries” (Hebrews 10:26, 27). God cannot save us from continuing in willful sin and rejection of the Holy Spirit.

But when a backslider repents of his sins, will God simply reject him? Or can he still be saved? The straight answer is don’t give up on your friend. Always remember the prideful prodigal son, who went to live with the world for a time. The Lord humbled him, and he returned to his father’s house. Likewise, the Lord is saying that your wandering friends can return to the grace of the Lord.

What can you do? Here are three things:

First, his stubborn will must be softened by prayer if he is going to re-open his heart to God’s truth again. Pray that he will be touched by the Holy Spirit, and that you will be given opportunities to show him how much you still care about him despite any bad decisions he has made.

Second, when and if he is willing, share information. You might consider ordering my book *Advindication*, which deals with the five main pillars of our faith. We have many other resources you can use to help people realize that they have wandered from the path of salvation.

And finally, be a good example.

Have faith — and trust in the goodness of the Lord. At Amazing Facts, we thrill at all the testimonies of lost sheep returning to the fold and praise our heavenly Father for His mercy and longsuffering toward all of us. It is possible for your friend to find his first love again.

Finally, I want to leave you with this inspiring message from one of my favorite Christian commentators:

“Arise and go to your Father. He will meet you a great way off. If you take even one step toward Him in repentance, He will hasten to enfold you in His arms of infinite love. His ear is open to the cry of the contrite soul. The very first reaching out of the heart after God is known to Him. Never a prayer is offered, however faltering, never a tear is shed, however secret, never a sincere desire after God is cherished, however feeble, but the Spirit of God goes forth to meet it. Even before the prayer is uttered or the yearning of the heart made known, grace from Christ goes forth to meet the grace that is working upon the human soul” (*Christ’s Object Lessons*, p. 206).
to humble ourselves (2 Chronicles 7:14). God can certainly find ways of bringing you back down to earth, and He will because He loves you. But that doesn’t mean you will humble yourself. Plague after plague fell upon Pharaoh and his people, but the selfish leader would not humble himself to save anyone, even his own son.

I hope to live and reign with Christ someday, but that’s never going to happen unless I choose to embrace humility now, like Moses chose when he was alive. It is said about this unique prophet, “The man Moses was very meek, above all the men who were on the face of the earth” (Numbers 12:3).

That’s quite extraordinary considering he had the opportunity to live in the palaces of Egypt. Moses could have been a proud king. He could have had the whole world bowing down before him; he could have been looking upon the pyramids when they were still glistening with gold in the sun. Yet he humbly walked away from it because he wanted to serve God.

Guess where he is now? He’s in the presence of Christ, one of the select few already living in heaven. That’s better than being an embalmed pharaoh surrounded by dusty artifacts. And it’s all because Moses humbled himself so that the Lord could lift him up. We need to realize our true status if God is going to transform us from a worm to a butterfly.

**Be Like Christ**

The contrasting examples of Pharaoh’s pride and Moses’ meekness are a symbol of Lucifer and Jesus. And each one of us must choose to imitate the traits of one or the other. So here is a final unifying principle you should know: God most exalts those who are most humble and humbles those who are most proud.

Who is going to receive the greatest humiliation on judgment day? Satan, because he wants to be God. He exalted himself more than any other being in creation; therefore, he is going to be humbled more than any other. He who walked next to the Almighty among glistening precious gems is going to be thrown into the lake of fire. It is the biggest demotion in history. He wanted to go from creation to creator; he’s going to experience the opposite.

Who humbled himself the most? Jesus, because He stepped down from His heavenly throne into the pit of humiliation and death out of love for His creation. Jesus was the Creator becoming the creation. Jesus “humbled Himself and became obedient to the point of death. … Therefore God also has highly exalted Him and given Him the name which is above every name” (Philippians 2:8, 9).

These primary characters of Jesus and of Lucifer are at war within us all. Never are you more like the devil than when you are proud. Never are you more like Jesus than when you’re humble, because that was one of the greatest demonstrations of His character on the cross. We each are going to copy one of these two models in our lives. For your sake and for the sake of God’s kingdom, choose humility today and ask God to help you.
Amazing Facts Presents
A weekly 30-minute program with Pastor Doug that explores the Bible in-depth, offering practical guidance into Christian living, prophecy, and more!

MAY 4
ELIJAH’S RETURN
Explore the depths of baptism in a whole new light as you trace the ministry of John, who came “in the spirit and power of Elijah ... to make ready for the Lord a people prepared for him” (Luke 1:17).

MAY 11
ARMAGEDDON COUNTDOWN
Open up the fascinating pages of the Bible to discover just how close we really are to the end of this age — and how you can be ready to meet Jesus in the clouds!

MAY 18 AND MAY 25
WHAT IS THE MAIN THING, PT. 1 & 2
You’ve heard it said that we should always keep “the main thing the main thing.” How does this morsel of wisdom apply to you and your Christian experience as you await a future in paradise?

JUNE 1
THE TWO GREAT MOTIVES
What is your real motivation for following Christ? It’s not always clear. So discover how to look inside your own heart and learn to follow Jesus’ heart rather than your own.

JUNE 8
THE CARE AND FEEDING OF YOUR CONSCIENCE
Finally! Get practical, biblical advice you can actually use to determine what things Christians should allow and what they should refuse in their everyday lives.

JUNE 15
THE ABIDING VINE
Draw closer to Christ and refine your relationship with Him in this inspirational and revealing study about His insightful words, “I am the vine and ye are the branches.”

JUNE 22 AND JUNE 29
CONFUSION IN THE CEMETERY, PT. 1 & 2
For centuries, Christians have been living in confusion about the afterlife. Learn why this is a crucial subject today and get the Bible facts about what really happens when we die.

Free Podcasts!
Watch and listen to Pastor Doug anytime on your computer or MP3 player! Find out more online.

Wonders in the Word — Airs Monday through Thursday.
A 30-minute program that features messages of hope and challenges the way you think about the Bible and life.

Bible Answers Live — Airs weekly on Sunday at 7:00 P.M. Pacific.
A live call-in radio program where you can ask Pastor Doug any Bible question and get a biblical answer in return. Call 1-800-GOD-SAYS during program hours to participate.

Schedules are subject to change without notice. Television broadcast includes national broadcast only, so check your local listings and stations in your area or visit www.AmazingFacts.org for more information.
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Lynn Fox from Ursula Fox, his wife
Barbara Francisco from Delores Martin
Jerry Freeman from Hazel Freeman, his wife
Steven Freeman from Dorothy Freeman, his mother
Bill Fulton from Edith Fulton, his wife

Daniel García from Jorge Reyes
Louie Garner from Muriel Garner, his wife
Mary Genetti from Wanda Davis
Chester George from Jeanne Hart, his mother
Muriel Gilbert from Alvin and Joan Gebraud
Eddie Gordon from Valerie Gordon
Clio Gould from Eldon and Barbara Jean Stratton
Clyde and Mildred Gould from James and Carol Myers
Ms. Winifred Ann Graham from Maria Campbell
Ivan Graves from Collegedale Seventh-Day Adventist Church
Frances Ellen Groves from Mary Frances Flynn, her daughter
Washington Hames Groves from Mary Frances Flynn, his daughter
Lorraine Guerrero from Philip and Ursula Guerrero
David Haines from Olga Haines, his wife
Alex Hall from Alice Hall, his wife
James Hall from Janet Hall, his wife; from Charlotte Harris, his sister-in-law
Doris Pearl Harris from Mary Frances Flynn
Joe Harris from Charlotte Harris, his wife
Truman and Muriel Hendryx from William and Courtney Seth
Jasper Herford from Roger Kesterke; from Margaret Keiser
Joseph Herzberg from Thelma Herzberg, his wife; from Debra Fechik, his daughter
Joshua Hicks from Lu Ann Crews
Ted and Margaret Hoffman from Steven and Donna Dickie
Ray Hoffmann from Carol Hoffmann, his wife
Richard Holcomb from Jane Hess; from Marie Krall; from Dr. and Mrs. Michael Odell; from Bruce and Adele Wickwire; from David and Augrey Wrate
Eva Hoshino from John and Therissa Young
James and Ellen Howell from Frank and Gayle Tyroff
Lee and Bessie Hutchinson from Don and Marilyn Sisson
Oscar Isaak from DeLane and Joanne Isaak
Robert Janes from Taylor Rhea
John Janzen from Agatha Janzen, his wife
Ben Johnson from Steven and Donna Dickie
Ed and Pearl Johnson from Bud and Janice Robbins
Myrtle Johnson from Paul Johnson
Carolyn Jones from David and Audrey Wrate
Nadine Jones from Marcelle McNelius
André Jubea from Datla Varma
Riley Keeney from Tiffany Keeney
Milton Kesler from Mrs. Yvonne Kesler, his wife
Michael Kim from Daniel Kim
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Merrill Kosier from Robert and Jean Johnson
Kay Krauss from David and Audrey Wrate

Timmy and Peggy Lail from Cathy Pavlik
Audrey Lehman from Harvey Lehman, her husband
Betty Leitch from Clyde and Rosalee Willard
Beverly Liberto from Melanie Liberto
Lionel and Melinda Loessberg from Allene Carpenter, their daughter
Alan Dean Long from Pauline Long, his mother
J. Murray Long from Pauline Long, his wife
Loved Ones from Alyce Hall
William Lowe from Anita Lowe, his wife

Vernadell Mann from Marilyn Gildersleeve
Leslie Mansell from Beulah Keefer, her sister-in-law
Lester Marcussen from Bette Marcussen, his wife
Marc Marcussen from Bette Marcussen, his grandmother
Virgil Marskamer from Roberta Marskamer, his wife
Lousie Mason from John and Betty Weakley
Ernest Mattison from Kent and Dee Dickinson
William May from Lu Ann Crews; from Kent and Dee Dickinson
Dale McKenzie from Larry McKenzie
Margaret McKinney from Frank and Ruth Waxter
Mack McMillon from Tom and Tippy Andersen
Lloyd McPherson from Helen Gibson
Charlie Meade from Wanda Davis
Myra Meiers from Eldon and Elynn Allam
Charles Melvin from Celia Melvin, his wife
Cynthia Joan Melvin from Celia Melvin, her mother
Charles Merickel from Stacia Merickel, his grandmother
Paul and Merle Meyer from Frank and Ruth Waxter
Samuel Hames Miles from Mary Frances Flynn, his mother
Hazel Moe from the Livingston family
Leonard Moore from Stanley Chaffee
Samson and Salome Mosi from Anthony Mosi
Gus Muldner from Leona Eichelberg
Bill Murphy from Beulah Keefer, his sister

Arville Neel from Anthony Neel
Charles O’Dell from Douglas and June Ackerman
Eric Osborne from Beulah Keefer, his sister-in-law
Jim Osborne from Beulah Keefer, his wife
Aunti Otabea from Kofi Antwi-Asafo

Bob Parks from Bernard Penner
Richard Pastore Jr. from Pamela Pastore
Norman Peek from Ava Peak, his wife; from Moe and Faith Byrons
Evelyn Pender from Bud and Janice Robbins
Gracie Pervis from Mrs. Doris Adams; from Mr. and Mrs. Allen Campbell; from Mrs. L.H. Doody; from Virginia Hawkins; from Albert and Wilma Pillsbury; from Terry Turner; from Edith West
Edward Pflug from Laurice Durant; from Rusty and Lolita Guarin; from Donald and Marjorie Stowe
Isaac and Annie Pierce from Frank and Gayle Tyriff
Joseph and Helen Pinter from Laslo Pinter, their son
Helen Pokorney from Dolores Bixler
Popsy from Lili Bogart
Andy Prince from Lyndon Prince
Max Qualey from Barbara Qualey, his wife
Max and Lorraine Reed from Candace Soule
Don Reiber from Joan Reiber, his wife
Earl and Grace Reuss from Barbara Qualey, their daughter
Leon Rich from Vivienne Rich, his wife
from Mary Thompson
Marguerite Richardson from Donald Richardson, her husband; from Blue Water Seventh-day Adventist Church
Max Ritchie from Catherine Ritchie, his wife; from Lu Ann Crews
Junior and Annie Robbins from Bud and Janice Robbins
Artie Robinson-Derting from Catherine Ritchie, her daughter
Harry and Irma Rushold from Marlin and Udene Allen

Wendell Sage from Arlan and Doris Borg; from Robert Carter; from Tim and Kellie Carter and family; from Leland and Harriet Peterson; from Donald and Bonnie Wadhams
Harold Schneider from Elsie Schneider, his wife
Albert Schubert from Marian Phillips, his daughter;
from Georgia Clark; from Don and Doris Fioe; from Esther Harter; from Dave and Elaine Phillips; from Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tyson
Morla Seaman from Douglas and June Ackerman
Annabel Sevison from Stanley Chaffee
James Shaver from Howard and Dolores Bixler
Robert Shippe from Lesia Tracy, his daughter
Gerald Silverstini from Pastor John and Anika Silverstini, his parents
Rocco Simeone from Ethel Simeone, his wife
Ann Simpkins from Frank and Gayle Tyriff
John Sisson from Don and Marilynn Sisson
Carlos and Luz Emilia Soto from Brenda Soto
Robert Spaklen from Vivienne Rich
Richard Stanley from Dina Hess; from Ralph Hess, his cousin
Claudia Steele from Barbara Pogue
Wesley Steele from Mrs. Yvonne Kesler, his sister
Alissia Stewert from Nicole Blackwood
Lorin Stoddard from Virginia Stoddard, his wife
Ruth Strangalis from Joanie Venter, her daughter
Nora Strawn from Lu Ann Crews
Carlton Stubbs from Karen Rosario
Thelma Swarts from Bonnie Lorenz

Allen Tattrie from Jennie Tattrie, his grandmother
Duane Tattrie from Jennie Tattrie, his mother
George Tattrie from Allene Tattrie, his wife
Roy Tattrie from Jennie Tattrie, his wife
John Thiel from Dorothy Hughes
Ross Tinsley from Mrs. LaVan Thomas
Doris Underwood from David and Audrey Wrate
Eddie Venn from Ardatha Pederson, his mother
Bea Vogege from Douglas and June Ackerman

Felipe Walker from Iris Miranda
Ralph Walters from Patrick and Gloria Williams
Warren Webster from the Amazing Facts staff
Merrill Wilson from Muriel Gamer
Vergil Woodruff from Linda Morehead; from Ethel Wall
Verna Ziebarath from Lovell Ziebarath, her husband
Bill Zima Jr. from Patricia Zima, his mother
Bill Zima Sr. from Patricia Zima, his wife
In Honor of
Ethan Alexander Donato from Arnold Donato, his father
Rosalie Donato from Arnold Donato
Mark and Michelle Felts from Connie Smith
Jay and Eileen Lantasy from Frank English
Rhiney MacEachern Sr. from Rhiney MacEachern
Kirt O’Connor from Byron Moore
Jesus Rodriguez from Gail Reiner
Donna Shearer from Gwen Shupe
Tan Siew from Lily Tay
Lus Emilia Soto from Brenda Soto
David and Faith Suchora from Saundra Suchora

Happy Anniversary to
Erin Treford-Foor from Randy Foon
Happy Birthday to
Yan Nan Sarah Pearl Anderson from J. Michael Beaumont
Sylvia Brooks from Sara Carpenter
Jaime Duarte from Marta Francisco
Florence Grose from Jeanette Rau
Guadalupe Guerrero from Philip and Ursula Guerrero
Zion Hansen from Ketyt Hansen
Elizabeth Mauch from Amos and Bertha Lawson
Vladimir Christian Mompremier from Alphonso Lafrance-Mompremier
Tlotlo Mpuang from Kerileng Mpuang
Caroline Selvan from Samuel Selvan
Paul Stokstad from James and Inez Burdick
Lee Welch from Brenda Welch

Marriage
Danilo Garcia from Christine Garcia
Donald Ross from Nancy Ross

Amazing Facts recognizes contributions made as a tribute to the deceased or as an honorarium celebrating significant milestones in the lives of loved ones. Please type or print legibly to ensure correct spelling; we are unable to verify confusing spellings due to volume.
Most people think that aging and lower metabolism go hand-in-hand. However, a lower metabolism is primarily the result of decreased activity and lost muscle mass — not just another birthday candle on the cake.

Unless you make an effort to maintain it, you will lose about five percent of your muscle mass per decade — as much as five to seven pounds! Unfortunately, fat replaces those pounds. Even if your diet doesn’t change, if you’re not actively building muscle, your body will store more fat as you age because the calories that used to be burned up by your muscles are now being stored as fat. This leads to a common scenario, especially for middle-aged women: “overfat” but not overweight.

Body composition is expressed as a percentage of fat mass in relation to the rest of body mass — muscles, bones, organs, etc. It’s quite possible to be at your ideal weight and still have a high percentage of body fat. While vitally important for fat-burning and heart health, aerobic exercise has little or no effect on muscle mass. In contrast, strength training increases muscle mass and will markedly delay the loss that naturally occurs with age.

Strength training can enhance self-esteem and super-charge a weight loss program. Muscle is more metabolically active than fat. In other words, the more muscle you have, the more calories you burn — even when just sitting around! Regular strength training also aids in lowering blood sugar, blood pressure, and cholesterol; boosts the immune system; and reduces risk of osteoporosis. In fact, weak muscles are often as much a contributor to osteoporosis as are dietary causes. It even reduces your risk of injury, because muscles tend to work as shock absorbers. For seniors, maintaining muscle mass means staying independent longer.

Put simply, strength training uses resistance exercise to build muscle. The American College of Sports Medicine recommends:

- one to two sets
- of 8 to 12 repetitions
- of 8 to 10 different exercises for all the major muscle groups
- two to three times per week.

Your muscles need a two- to three-minute rest between each set. Additionally, with the exception of abdominals, allow your muscles to rest for at least 48 hours between strength training workouts.

Your goal dictates the number of reps you should do: If you want bulk, lift heavier weights and perform only six to eight reps. If you simply want to tone, do 10 to 12 reps of lighter weight. Your weight is heavy enough if the last rep is difficult to perform.

Your strength training routine needs to be progressive. In other words, when the twelfth rep becomes easy to perform, add two to five pounds. You will not continue to improve unless you force your muscles to adapt to a new level. Doing the same routine over and over again, year after year, will ensure a lack of progress. Instead, change your program every four to six weeks.

Adding variety will also keep your body from adapting too quickly. If you use the machines at the gym one day, use free weights the next day. It is also helpful to mix cardio training with your strength training sessions.
weights the next. Many people don’t strength train because they think it requires the expensive, fancy equipment you see in gyms. Not so! Simple sit-ups, pushups, lunges, and squats are strength training exercises. In addition, sporting goods stores sell numerous types of equipment, such as stretchy bands and hand weights, that can easily be used at home and or even when traveling.

When strength training, never use fast or jerky movements. Always lift slowly and breathe out as you lift the weight; breathe in as you lower it. Lift to a count of two, lower to a count of three or four. If you have never strength trained before, consider consulting with a certified fitness professional to learn proper form and appropriate exercises for your level before beginning.

Be warned that when you first begin strength training, you may lose inches but actually gain weight. Muscle weighs more than fat, so even as your body composition changes the scale may not reflect that change at first. Keep on — you will see results!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Muscle Groups</th>
<th>Corresponding Exercise (without equipment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pectorals</td>
<td>Chest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deltoids</td>
<td>Shoulders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biceps</td>
<td>Front of the upper arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triceps</td>
<td>Back of the upper arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominals</td>
<td>Stomach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>Upper, lower &amp; mid-back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gluteals</td>
<td>Hips/buttocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadriceps</td>
<td>Front of the thigh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamstrings</td>
<td>Back of the thigh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calves</td>
<td>Back of the lower leg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pushups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laterally raising arms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pushups, pull-ups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pushups, dips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crunches, sit-ups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rowing, back extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Squats, lunges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Squats, lunges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toe raises</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TERMS YOU SHOULD KNOW:**

Repetitions (“reps”): one count of an exercise
Sets: a group of repetitions; e.g, 8-12 reps

**TREE OF LIFE Literature Rack**

An attractive display rack for sharing the words of life in your office waiting room or church lobby. It comes fully stocked with everything you need for sharing gospel truth, including pocket books, DVDs, and other sharing resources.

Purchase the fully stocked literature rack and you’ll automatically get deep discounts on re-stocking your sharing materials.

MS-TOLS ... $490.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL TODAY!

1-800-538-7275
You can now dig deeper than ever into God’s Word and the marvel of prophecy with the new Amazing Facts NKJV Bible, Prophecy Edition.

Packed with powerful study helps and useful information, it includes the popular Amazing Facts Study Guides, the Guide to Bible Prophecy, explanations of Bible numbers and symbols, a concordance, maps, and much more! You won’t find a more thorough and inspiring Bible edition anywhere. And it’s perfect for personal and group Bible studies, witnessing, and as a gift!

Prophecy Study Bible available in:
- Leather  BK-PSBL  ($69.95)
- Hardback  BK-PSBH  ($29.95)
- Paperback  BK-PSBP  ($17.95)

See ordering info on page 19.

Get FREE personalization on a leather-bound Bible through May 29! Call us at 800-538-7275 to take advantage of this limited-time offer!

BK-PSBLP  ... $69.95

Personalize your leather or hardback Bible with a beautiful gold-foil stamp! To order, call our sales department at 800-538-7275. Makes a great gift! (Not available for paperback Bible.)

MS-STAMP  ... $7.00

FREE personalization on a leather-bound Bible through May 29! Call us at 800-538-7275 to take advantage of this limited-time offer!